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In the Name of the Nameless
With Faith in the Faceless
From the brain of the brainless
I come and came to say this

0

LOVE
I am only Love
Love makes Love takes
Love creates Love cremates
I came from there~here to Live
to live is to give love
the giving of Love is the Life of living
Living life is Loving to give
Loving life is living in LOVE

1

Giving Thanks
Thanks…2to father and mother nature first and foremost for4
giving me my wings
(life as a being) secondly for
giving me enough freedom to spread my wings thirdly for
giving me time and space to see things straight~clear. I truly
appreciate and am grateful for all that’s been said and done, for
more and more I AM understanding the reason and purpose,
therefore, I can find more meaning in existence.
Why, Where, When and How High I should Fly?
-or should I Fly?
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Blessing
O Allah teach us to live by the laws
Allow us to give more meaning to the cause
which is you, Hu, it is true we’re the effects
We need you because we’re less than perfect
Please keep feeding your creatures
for us to believe and achieve your features
of beneficence and compassion
Give and receive in a munificent type fashion
Like you who pour rain down on the ground
so life can surround and abound
And raise the sun so we could see
what, when, and where we should be
Night is the time for sleep and dreams
in which the Divine works with mystical means
You work in mysterious ways
You’re a blessing in disguise
You’re a blessing on earth and in the skies

3

2 to Become 1
Mic check 1, 2…one, two
Check it I want two to become one
Like Nike I just do it cuz I am
the man who strikes mics like matches
to shine light in patches
Words emerge, I sew them with love
tight like Persian rugs
The reason I rhyme
is not to get a deal or get signed
but to give more meaning to life
to give more feeling to sound
and to bring the sky down to the ground
I spin around mySELF selflessly
endlessly comin’ and goin’
if not here, then there somewhere else
So, I’m knowin’ there’s nowhere to get to
other than where you’re at
Yet we take steps and go for far-out
routes to know that,
and show that the time is now

4

EXperience
Yo those who know me
know I’m chosen by G
to only O.D on G-O-D.
Know I’ve spoken flowingly,
acted accordingly to show He
Fact is going, Truth comin’
Truth can’t be proven, so come in
enter the innermost center of being
Where thoughts are lost, found are feelings
Experience is bound to lead you
to see through the old and be new
Be true to who you are, remember what you knew
how you grew to continue evolving
more consciously problem solving
More aware of what could be problem causing
and ending them to resume the resolving
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Essence’s Presence
Believing begins with hope
We gain some faith
from experiencing this which is Safe, you know
this which is in the body’s safe
is the Treasure in the chest
it has been named Soul or Spirit
I call it Awareness or Consciousness
Where the Whole or Total is
‘There’ knows no stress for it is at rest
wasn’t given birth by earth or its
beings, therefore death is meaningless
for ‘There’ always was, will be, and is
the only Presence which ever exists is the Essence
So getting bare prepares us to live naked
free of all that’s fake, nearer to what’s real
really, becoming clearer that the One who made it
is in All not separate to the ones who feel
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InsightS
Insight occurs or happens when we become
conscious of the coincidences in our lives
Feeling more alive as the course of our destinies are realized
and convinced that there is an unseen guiding force
Next it extends our awareness of historical time
which tends to show culture with lens of a whole millennium
This vision helps us know our obsession with economic progress
Third insights transform our understanding of the materialistic
process
for it is from and through form that we can transcend
witness or sense this energy with a heightened sensitivity to beauty
Beautiful things display more presence and presentability
When we get beneath the surface, reach the Essence
then we feel this energy to be in everything in the Universe
Fourthly, we see beings competing for energy or more power
Once humans begin to recognize the source of the force
there will be no need to compete for each other’s energy
Quitting the habit to control we can break free
from behavior patterns and life cycles repeating
leading us back to our higher selves or evolutionary identities
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Potential Model
I’m looking at you
and see what I don’t wanna be
Y’all actin’ like statues
that’s why you’re gonna take another body
to feel more for others and give life more value
and live with more virtue
I suggest you express yourself fully
Be my guest, the Force is no bully
Choice is yours and decision is given to you
like your voice and vision are to say, see, and do
truly just and righteous deeds
not just for might and prestige
but for more trust, love and peace
so positive energy and productive vibes increase
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CiTiZEN
Yo I’m not into chit chat
Alone I’m gonna sit back
In the zone with a clip pad
Hold my own when my grip grabs
Open windows uplift the latch
Now switch fans onto His Plan
By now you know my pen drips raps
Drops ink past starvin’ margins fast
To clear errors it’s better to hear or see the facts
Don’t get your mirrors clouded by the gossip trap
Tap into the present sent here & inch back
For the road stretch home I fulfill paths
The whole is shown when entire tires wheel tracks
Y’all gotta get glad and happy for this lad
Whose not bad since he’s not anti doesn’t sin or think sad
Thoughts forget sorry I don’t wanna kiss ass so I dismiss crap
Forgo pessimism to give Optimists chance
Neglect the negative, reject regret in this instance
Uniquely unite or correctly connect and flow to this dance
Of living life in the moment in HeaveN and/or Paradise’s
entrance
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STREET OFFICERS
Police please pull with ease in the streets
and push for the peace of each
to increase unity in the community
O Driver of the TAXI:
Please drive at a speed
that the passengers seated
don’t increase their bp’s
to the degree that heart’s skip a beat
A reminder to ALL bus drivers
Remember you also have passengers
So drive at a rate and in a way
that is safe for all of our sakes, THANKS.
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Role Call
I have an announcement to make
All those that pronounced WE dead or fake
can take means for ends to meet here, now co-create

OUR FATE
live more real and awake, come closer to the Source
Become sober enough to know you’re the Force
The ONE with and within All others, of course
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CALLedge
GOD Bless…Oh yes…I know less
So why did I go to college
to get knowledge
To know the ledges we call the edges
Law and Legislation, it’s purpose
is to serve us to be of service
with means of ease for ends of peace
see equal opportunities for all nationalities
freedom for all people practicing their faiths
to the degree or decree of well-beings sake
respecting the rights of all sexes: hetero, homo, & lesbians
yes y’all let’s begin to be friends is my pledge of allegiance
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For Ends to Meet
I con no one
from the West to East
We stretch these beats
and teach the streets
to do feats of no defeat
Let me repeat
I teach each
to meet with no beef
so go greet
See each as friends
for ends to meet
Yo, you know what I mean
You know I flow for 1 team
In God’s game we’re all on the same team
There’s enough for us all to ball, not dream
‘cuz there’s too much of us asleep, we plot & scheme
such means to cop cream, most keep more than they need
out of their fear and greed, some here aren’t fed and can’t feed
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Duties Fee
I’m here in very fine Fifee’s confines
Moon’s full along all the stars in the nightsky
Left seated beside a brightly designed sign:-)
It’s nice to be important, right
But it’s more important to be nice, alright
A divine device with so much wise insight
Inside such words in not more than a few lines
I just wish the world will shine holy light on the true life
To adjust us from pursuing the road of fool’s gold and a trophy wife
Lead us to know why what we really need to feel more complete lies
Within reach of each being, please be at peace, ease from seeking on the
outside
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GOD’s SELF BEING the UNIVERSE
Rap flow talking GOD’s game to help make a safe haven
a humane place meant to create & raise children
with less victims of the circumstance caught in the crossfire
of the ism schism wishin’ for a just chance to lead a loving life
speeding up the evolving process forward toward the oneness
this is cosmic consciousness which exists within each one of us
and when we reach or are completely dissolved resolved are our issues
problems solve on their own accord in due course with nature if you’re not sure
you can revolve around yourSELF when you enter the center of BEING
you become one with the constitution of the UNIVERSE and everything
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UntitLED Vearth
The fittest slickest rapper, hippest everlastin’ teacher/master
Hu forever speaks to gather others together by any means needed
Never severed cause everywhere I’m stickin’ to the roots, diggin’ the truth
Of all matters whatever endeavors or measures that attract lasting pleasure
Is the route that I’m about up in the clouds or down on the ground all-around without a doubt
I’m here there everywhere that is anyplace to be asking the KING to lead me to be wherever I’m
needed
He says I deserve it because I’m his slave/servant here there to be of service for the purpose that
serves us
Truly pursuing to fuse good news and ooze unity in every bounce ounce or pound of my
surroundings,
When one becomes one with existence then this instance is the most significant and of utmost
importance
Is the now here, hear now word’s from the source or horse’s mouth know the force is also within a
holy cow
I leap frog hogs who keep on the watch feelin’ I’m odd cause I do what I want and please
Leave me be free to the degree I live by God’s divine decree meaning hurt nothing, nobody
cease critiquing see me as u and u as me for more world peace best be believing in unitY
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FREEstyle
A I got a sweet tooth
To speak the truth
As I see the troops
Who keep the truce
And use peace to fuse pieces
Through HU’s being
Me and yoU are doing
Leading you and me to be having
Yo so HU’s the One rapping
God got my body rocking, feet tapping
Hands clapping, neck snapping and head bangin’
Bringin’ my brain out, now I’m out of my mind
Know no space or time
And this own name of mine
It’s only borrowed it ain’t even mine
Neither are these creeds, beliefs, philosophies or religions at all
They’re just cloaks, clothes: guises to disguise our soul
So I’ve chosen to be Bare Naked like the ladies
Maybe I could’ve faked it before I wore all that make-up,
Cake puff and fake stuff-- I feel I’ve said enough
Here Now I’m escaping Hades with my dad in his Mercedes
Benz C Class waving bye bye with an 8 mile wide smile
To all lies and pretend friends
Ending the old/untrue through unique speech and deeds from the origin
And for the foundation, by not being an imitation I’m exceeding limitations
Erasing boundaries proceeding to get closer to the far reaches of our soul
And that is the progress that each of us can be certain to retain or hold
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FASTinG
Women, men & innOcent children
I hope all of you know the intent meant
by having to fast for a whole month
Was and is to have more empathy, sympathy, and show Love
For other brothers, sisters, mothers, and fathers
The means of the measure is for increasing pleasure, never to pressure or bother
Why sever from the Lord’s blessings i.e. offerings
We are granted with his gifts of bountiful grace and plentiful mercy
Health is the most valuable and precious
Let’s just think what’s it to be wealthy and rich
if it doesn’t come with or for being healthy
Tell me, I Love my Mind, Soul, and Body
help me find the heart of every matter
And start to bring to life the feeling that matters
Live the art of Life, and dance with it’s music
To be able to make a beneficial international difference
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Cease-Fire
I’m eager to play follow the leader
Believe it or not, we borrow a teacher
to remind us not to think about yesterday and tomorrow
and how to Be Here
Clear our sorrows to show His features
of Love, Consciousness, Freedom and Peace
I Live for Humaneness and Unity to Increase
So please, if these words reach
preach cease-fire before more become deceased
Each one teach one to desire what we need
Live in moderation and do not exceed
for there’s enough for us all to eat, wear, and sleep under
If we’re aware, why we don’t make ends meet is a deep wonder
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Let’s get Closer
We’re ridin’, rollin’
like 124 miles an hour goin’
Windows down, wind blowin’
hands out, up ‘n’ down flowin’
air surfin’, hair raisin’
stereo bumpin’, sounds pumpin’
emotions jumpin’ into motions showin’
revealing feelings exceeding concealings
leading us beings to be proceeding
onward, forward, toward words
for talking, saying is the communication age
and walking for unification is the way to get closer
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Ridin’ Beats
The Champ of Amps has slowly awoken, arosen
not by chance I’ve spoken these chosen flows
Chant anthem’s to get your frozen ice broken
I’m smoking hot heatin’ up the beats
leaving those foes feeling like they need’a compete
deceased like ash in the track meet’s flames, fire blazin’ rhymes
like King James’ dimes, shots, drives and dunks
gotta be making lanes wide and disintegrating rim basket nets to dust
I’m living just so it’s not me that’s faking or jiving the funk,
in the game of hip-hop, I’m the tip-top ONE
HU’ll never ever flip-flop, even if on a pit-stop Son
Yo I fry naughty rotting punks, that try to be popping sloppy junk
i ride on with they ungodly bodies in my trunk
Shippin’ better yet shittin’ them out of my system when I flush
his wit & wisdom gets bedside beside and behind wifey enough
Gliding like Clyde inside Bonnies tight ripe cunt
All sides rise for residing in GOD with every truth, through trustful thrusts
heaving in so them heathen’s of mayhem that be disbelieving
in the realism of religions’ reason and meaning being heaven achieving
Even if I have to keep speaking like I’m tweaking on speed
or unleash the beast within by releasing more police out in the streets
i will to increase the peace: know that these creeds, ideas and deeds
are all for relief from false beliefs and for ends reaching righteous means

21

Creative Process
Yo there are three steps in the creative process
First request something from the universe
Second step is to believe it’s already yours
You don’t have to know just how it’s going to come about
Doubt brings about disappointment, trust and let the universe figure it out
Begin to feel as if it were here, now
When you feel good,
you put yourself in the frequency of what you need
which must lead to your request being met
Step three is to receive that which you requested
Yo there are powerful processes for our universal progress
The attitude of gratitude brings more into your life
and what you visualize will materialize in actual life
When you’re visualizing always and only dwell upon the result at the end
this is such a holographic experience so real in the moment
that you don’t even feel like you need it, because you got it
It’s the feeling that creates the attraction, not just the thought
because the thought alone may not bring about the feeling
and the feeling brings about the power of attraction
So sense perception is the preview of life’s coming attractions
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DHARMA
The Law of Dharma
Says our physical manifestation
Has a spiritual destination
It states that you have a unique talent
And a unique way of expressing this talent
That which you can do better than any other on the planet
And for these there are also unique needs, granted
Matching needs with the creative expression
Of your talent is the spark that creates affluence
Expressing your talents for needs fulfillment
Creates unlimited wealth and abundance

23

O Rights!
Those untrue move ova’
Make way for Hu’s Jehovah
Takin’ shape as God’s soulja
Makin’ tapes I thought I told ya’
one hundred and twenty four thousand times
in one hundred and twenty four thousand rhymes
but there are as many world as minds
and their states are either girl or guy
Your case is different than mine
who am I to say if yours is bad or right
I am the man Hu has the mic
tight in my right hand
defending the right of man
comprehending child and woman
even those who are man and man
I’m pro-choice and this is His voice
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Convert Satan
Yo I’m conversatin’
to convert satan
Whose contemplatin’
a bomb a nation abomination
Screaming jihad this! jihad that!
Not even knowing its meaning
Being inner warfare with our evil spirit
So people hear it we’re waiting for the Savior
to clear it up God’s plan isn’t a failure
and his messengers came to unite people together
At whatever stage/age/phase there is a Guide
whenever we’re ready He’ll appear in our lives

25

Die to self
Reason recently got me
entangled in its Love-spun web
strangled my animal soul
Now I’m dead to myself
and I Live for you
Hu handled my Angelic Spirit
with care and affection
awareness and protection
giving clearness of direction
What more can I ask for?
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KARMA
A just must B C and D-O
U know let go and trust in G-O-D
HU is the life and the way
The soul’s price to pay is the body
For when you’re physically dead to your senses
Then you’re spiritually less in debt in a sense
Check it, you work it out before your time’s up
In this space or place: Travel on life’s planes
Unravel mind states to find cases or causes
Of behavior patterns and life cycles
Vital signs designed to show how to transcend them
More consciously evolve and be in higher levels of awareness
When we are nearer to being now here
Then we become clearer of how to get there
HU U Put That Battery Pack Back IN My Back Pack
WhilE (WE) Knap Sacks Stack’N’Snack ON O.Z.’s Of Z’s Z is SeeKing
2too 4far seeing King A or BEinG a: A needs B to C’D forcE E freed from
source F for feedingG-O-D

27

God is the Guide
Cheers to all the true guides
who do right for life
and don’t speak to justify their acts
Their actions justify the cause
because each step multiplies,
extends the effect of reflecting the Maker
Look their state all the books
in the whole world couldn’t hold
Lo and Behold their wise words
more precious than the finest diamonds
their ice is the price of life
and the debt we owe them is death to self
for the Master says Love is
the renunciation of self will
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Desire the Higher Power
The Higher Power takes us to unknown zones
much higher than we can get on our own
will that is His is a thrill when it’s shown
in visions and voices to know decisions and choices
With more precision comes more rejoicin’
for you see the effect of the cause more clearly
and can affect the defects and the flaws more nearly
Correct me if I’m wrong meaning Divine Intervention
as the song says is leading to human prevention
of the dis-ease spreading and ending His invention
Please let’s make amends for I know that’s His intention
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Hu’s Will
I’m just waiting for Hu
to be breaking through
Mistaken, for all I ever knew
has been shaken and disproved
I never had anything to do
nor ever will, forever it’s His Will
We spin till he turns this mill
round and around, when we’ve had our fill
of the ground, He’ll make us stand still
Still this mill will spin till its His Will
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Sole Purpose
Yo when will the planet cease-fire and desire to calm down
Come to know the net plan’s to reach the higher common ground
Of being a free united world with the same humane aim
From feeling like links on the one and only chain
Hanging loose not losing touch to know each other’s pain
More useful, less abusing, choosing to show peace’s pleasure
More truthful and really seeking to grow by any means or measure
Being for fusing pieces and substantially increasing our treasure
Awareness of Love’s importance and vital relevance to preserving necessary resources + elements
Cognizance or Consciousness of hate’s cause and greed’s consequences present sufficientevidence
Leads us to clear our conscience by making up for mistakes with good deeds and much better
intentions
It’s great to know we have ways to go, people to meet and places to visit or frequent
As we get closer to our soul we know more our sole reason for being sent
That’s to receive information to conceive of the formation in which is the most beneficient for all
recipients
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Each One Teach One
So each One teach One
to be open, free, and reachout from within
Give the gift of the moment
or presents of the presence present
Now Here in essence to represent the Essence
and learn the lessons of living life
True that Love and Affection are the way
Enchanting you to chant, sing, or say:
Awareness may grant love and affection direction
and bring freedom or Freedom brings Awareness
Chances on the way can lead to clearness, nearness
of our dear Soul’s purpose
to Be of service for what serves Us beings
Being a whole body of living organisms
Don’t fear losing control of outer defense mechanisms
Fact is, if that act is practiced Peace can be gained
ain’t that the aim

32

HIGH
Come In, stand under, fathom more the most handsome
take mics make checks to pay the rent and monthly sums
or statements meant to stay, say, in his wife’s account a.k.a life’s bank
taxes payed to pave the way and save the day for our hourly light’s path
Let’s bask in the sunlight the fun time to unwind from boring chores or tasks
Then when night falls call and ask the moon’s shadow why stars’ brightness differ
or better yet ask the higher sky why there’s a big and little dipper
if all you see as a reply is a sigh the deepest, most HIGH will figure
always has delivered day after the night, so don’t be frightened with sorrow
For the sun will also glow warmth, shine light and brighten tomorrow
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Holy
O Holiest of the holies
hold me, I only
need you to not feel lonely
Lowly never whenever
and wherever you are
You are never far
nearer than the neck artery
the part of me we call soul
Or pardon me the part of we
that is our Angelic Soul
help it control us
for the betterment of the whole
O Holy show me the best way home
You know I endlessly roam alone

34

Heaven’s Here
“With more power comes greater responsibility”
to those of you who are the chosen few
whose duty it is to speak for the masses
If people are a school, then life is the class
where lessons can be learned day and night
To pass we must be just, abide by the rules
and stand the test of time
For the rest to climb, it’s best to find truce
know rights right on the mountain of truth
like drinking from the fountain of youth
Amountin’ to better living, more giving
with less witnesses expecting to be correcting
Others accepting life as it is
Lovers keep perfecting themselves
for what it could be, should be
if we would see and hear that heaven’s here

35

Chosen Few
O so many women and men come to go
but only a few are chosen to stay
and say the true word which is to be spoken
Good God got me open
hoping and praying for the day
that all will be one with His will
For all will be won with His will
and lost without a cloud of doubt
We’re all shadows is what I’m talking about
Walk with your feet deep in the ground
like roots of trees
and with your head up connecting the earth and sky
Combine the heart and mind to find balance in life
also to be in harmony with all things
Go with the Holy Ghost’s flow, feel the joy it brings
the assurance in times of sorrow
Faith is like insurance for today and tomorrow
The body is what we borrow, the soul is who we follow

36

Be the Change
Hu being the Doer and us the tools used
The world is a school and life its class
We learn lessons from the past
To pass the test of time
Its never too late for forever is now
So be the change you want to see here
feel freer, more aware
wear clothes of love and shoes of happiness
know you’re becoming more loving and happy
with each step you take, make it lighter
dig deeper and defeat the grim reaper
There meet the inn keeper as a peace seeker

37

Depth to Surface
Ya Hu, you know who is who
The true guru follows through
What he says, I thought you knew, he’ll do
To the Most High, All praises due
At the Soul of the World
meet the negative and positive poles
and become One, to be Whole
Being more holy is the globe’s goal
Getting closer to ourselves and others is our sole purpose
Letting go of control serves us to be more of service
also helping to bring our depth or core to the surface

38

Production Junction
Don’t be against me
for I’m not against thee
No need to envy
I’m here to help thee
work on jealousy
and other deficiencies
so we recover efficiency
and function more optimally
We are the production of eternality
Oneness with the producer is our potentiality
Hu’s song is the rules or laws we live by
and life is the dance to celebrate life
The existential world is made up of vibes
therefore it’s illusory, mirage-like
Those on the path of peace, courage, and hope are right
Our foes who oppose peace, courage, and hope don’t see the light
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Cosmic FiX
I give in when giving in
is for giving not just taking
Taking to make just for making justice
It’s just us and we must mix
Trust me that we are one with
all things on this cosmic fix
Fixed to mix and fit the script
Scriptures written, encrypted and depicted in pictures
The legends living in this generation are mystics,
who, like present time prophets fulfill the prophecy
Further wisdom’s tradition for the mission of completion
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The Cipher Session
Now is the moment of truth
how about atonement to regroup
Interacting consciously when in a group
as the members speak in any group
remember solely one and only one
will have the most powerful thought
at any one point in the discussion
So focus your energy on this person
for the thought to be better brought out
And when it’s your turn to turn up the volume: shout
let it get out, be heard, but not at the cost of the crowd
not getting the benefit of the crowd
or the messages of the rest being received
Speak enough for others’ energy and vibes to increase
i mean don’t say more than is needed
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In The Basement
In Mohammad’s room on one of his notebooks I once read
‘He whose life is not profitable, is to be considered as dead.’
I know now that this is a maxim of ImAm ALI
O God so let me be as beneficial as possible wherever I may be
In whatever I am doing help me be more considerate of totality
I take a vow from now to work for and towards the betterment of All Beings
Use all things with as much respect to the extent of the knowledge
you have granted us the planet within which you donated your intelligence
Your Excellence can you enlighten, enliven our living to the utmost degree
Giving us the best sense to think & feel more for the life of the Most High’s decree
In every and each instant, from any instance, be of optimum service
Please make it easier to lead positive lives full and filled with a productive purpose
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Different Points of Evolution
I write rhymes to be alive
feel the beat like vital signs of life
Deeply breathe in the rhythm and speak
seeking peace, within my physique
lies a unique being being soul
which is holy and whole
In and of itself, itself can’t die
It created you and I
so why do we fear death
know that we don’t become less
To begin we were minerals then
we turned to plants then
we became animals from animals we
evolved to humans agreeing with Darwin and Rumi
who says we become angels on earth
after our work is done on earth
we are given birth in heaven
Good living is worth and worthy of that haven…Amen
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Higher Evolution
Life and time are the process
In space progress is in union
Where congress is a communion of saints
There the five senses are our prayers
making the heart our place of prayer
Love is our art and form of thanksgiving
giving thanks for all beings being alive
Understanding that there is no need to kill to be fulfilled
knowing they can feel full because there is enough for all
and by applying their wisdom and knowledge
they are self-governed returning to the source
Of course it would be off course to separate, segregate
into countries, nations, continents
whose contents, rations are unable
to provide for the necessity of all
falling into confusion, abusing what we have here
out of fear or should I say greed
Asleep when we need to be using our conscience, Indeed
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Sense ‘It’ All
I call on y’all to combine the heart, mind and genitals
To be more whole, see life wider and feel it deeper, sense it all
Then tell me what difference does it make where you’re from
if it does it’s your ignorance that needs to go
for intelligence to come
We’re all one, so there’s no need for belligerence
to know we need peace
To be complete, compete with yourself to be the best you can be
Yes the rest of the pieces test you,
yet it makes a difference what you say and do
but it doesn’t make a difference what others say or do to you,
that I can attest to
Best be true to Love for through Love
you become more Conscious, Aware
and Understanding that makes you more
Alive, Freer, Nearer and Happier
Live and let live, kill the negative
stop taking sleeping pills and sedatives
for sleep is the relative of death,
so be more observant that you get to give
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No Desire
O Sire help free us from our desire
and let your will take us higher
Not saying don’t take steps
Make moves more self-less
Go with no points to prove at the goal
Know the way is joined to the goal
Yo they are inseparable like time/space
so get these venerable words into your mind state
In general, don’t waste energy and resources
for several reasons we need’em to show the Source
Let go of force to not get off course
of course to be on course become one with the Force
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Reminder
Hu’s reminding you
what you already knew
In our nature there’s nothing new
Our behavior shows what we know
and in what ways we need to grow
In deeds, speech, and ideas we show
who we really are, how near or far
to the source of the force we are
or the degree of purity of our heart
and soul, where intent weighs more
on life’s scale of what serves us more
Your love in Spanish is Te amor
Love is like a fire we burn from
to know how close we can come
to use it’s light and warmth and become
more aware of which direction to give this affection
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Find ‘In’
I rhyme for ‘no-time’
Write line after line
not to get signed but to sign in
find “in” and design minds
with the soul’s decoration
of the whole creation
Being holier is the only goal toward progress
The filter of life is the purification process
We’re here this time to pass tests
we didn’t pass in our past life, yes
that’s right, the righteous path leads to innocence
or returning to innocence, please know it’s price
is priceless and now live a more conscious life
Be aware of the cause and it’s effects
to affect the cause more directly
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Inspection.Point
On the Global Solar map
polar opposites attract
longitudes latitudes
of all altitudes and magnitudes
intercept,intersect connect
unite like positive negative magnets
Mixed we are with all the elements in the universe
UnI in a verse
where rhythm and rhyme increase the frequency of energy
released sequentially to set free the infinite Spirit
from the limited body and finite mind
or the creators and cremators of space and time
Missing in this mixed mental twisted physical dimension
is the essential fulfilling full of feeling Spiritual element
extremely influential and/or relevant in the comprehension of the
w(hole
immensely,intense intention of the Soul Controller’s invention
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INNOCENCE
There’s such joy in breathing
How much I enjoy my heart beating
Is this smile of mine not enough evidence
Is peace of mind not enough intelligence
They say ignorance is bliss,
I say returning to innocence is bliss
For that which was given at birth wasn’t earned
That’s why we can’t know it’s worth
Value this which is within
It’s The King and His Kingdom
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Intuition
As we see our hunches or gut feelings actualize
intuition is recognized and realized in that witness position
Switch visions of fear for sights of a positive outcome
soon negative images will almost never happen
and the screen of your film fills with positivity
If after that scenes of disaster are seen, take it seriously
with this insight we choose to use our energy differently
When we begin to evolve consciously
our evolution can slow down and stop due to addictions
In romantic relationships the compassion and passion ends
when the power wars or energy battles begin
Then again that goes back to our early family
where we weren’t able to integrate our opposite side sexually
The moment we connect prematurely
with another human for our female/male energy
we block the cosmic supply
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IllumiNation
Illuminaries of the world
carefully carry the scorching torch
In the time of night shine white light
Start by blazing trails of bright insight
Sparks in flight unite 2 ignite star gazing dark minds
and incite blind “I’s” far out of sight to (C)see the infinite
The wise actualize, realize and rise to recognize the eternal
Any and Everything from the highest source or force of energy
is entirely Above and completely Beyond measure
Solely the holy is to only be loved and treasured wholly
Forever is much more than any pleasure or worldly fortune’s worth
On Earth of course our work is to consciously evolve, problem solve
To reach the equator’s core dirt we dig
for-going far, getting deep beneath the surface
The purpose creates< greater reason to find deeper meaning
In the mean time being of service is the way to wait
Through prayers of faith saint’s graciously paint space
as the place meant to make way
for fate and/or destiny
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Enlightened, Ecstatic Living
If we decide to control the size of the globe’s total population by decreasing
we can and may lead lives increasing in ease and peace
Producing obsessively, consuming excessively, and possessing compulsively
will leave the whole world successfully
as our need decreases to control for security
Yes, our lives meaning, purpose and evolutionary thrill will be plenty to satisfy
Life styles will slow down gradually
while people become more aware gratefully
they show their kind appreciation gracefully
Pulsating between steps for the next meaningful meeting
each speaking stories of visiting souls exploring the outer reaches
discourses revealing, unfolding secrets to keep tight hold of the holy light
and touch others in much more ways than they could or would before the insight
Now it’s just to know this much, trust me: we came from the high Heavenly skies
for Heaven should also be found down here on such ground, so rise up and shine
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Made to Manifest the Maker
Hu knows means God does
through us beings
The purpose of Being
is to manifest He
He requests from us
that we kill our carnal soul
and not commit any sins
Since the kingdom is within
the king is the Angelic Spirit
So be it and be of service to it
to fulfill your life’s purpose
on the earth’s surface
take care of Mother Nature and her grace
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12 Pathways to Higher Consciousness
The first three ways deal with freeing the self
from security, sensation, and power addictions
that make us try to forcefully control situations
in our life this takes away serene feelings
and keeps we from loving ourselves and others, really
we come to know how our conscious-dominating addictions
create personal versions of the changing world of people & situations
and feel the deep need to welcome any opportunity
that our second-to-second life experience offers we
to become aware of the addictions we must reprogram
to be liberated from our robot-like emotional pattern
The next three steps are all about being here now
Always remember we have everything to enjoy the here now
unless we let our consciousness be dominated by demands
or expectations based on the imagined future or dead past
So let’s accept full responsibility here and now for all our experiences
because it’s our own programming that creates our actions
that also influence people around us and cause their reactions
Hence, it’s very helpful to completely accept ourselves here/now
to consciously experience everything we feel, think, say, and do
including giving due to our emotion-backed addictions
as a necessary part of our growth into higher consciousness
The following three moves focus on interacting with others
knowing the importance of opening ourselves up to each other
and showing our willingness by fully speaking out our deepest feelings
since hiding in any degree keeps us in the illusion of separateness from beings
the solution is to feel with loving compassion the problems of others
without getting caught up emotionally in their predicaments that offers
them very necessary messages relevant to prosper
also if possible it’s logical to avoid acting when we’re emotionally bothered
because that deprives us of the wisdom flowing from love & expanded consciousness
The fourth set of the three paths cover our discovering conscious-awareness
calming continually the restless scanning of our rational minds
to perceive, receive the finer energies that enable us to uniquely unite
By constantly being aware of which of the Seven Centers of Consciousness entered
and feeling our energy, perceptiveness, love, and inner peace as we open those seven centers
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In the Process there is Progress
Speaking not to be proving points
In motion not to be moving joints
Flow like the waves of the ocean
The brave lead lives that are open
knowing the way is inclusive
In natural law nothing in life is exclusive
so trust in the process, there is progress
Each one teach one is common sense
The Essence’s logic reaches us as illogic
like Love I am speechless about the topic
Like Life it comes to go and goes to come
for and from One to One
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Meditate
Yo close your eyes here
Now open up to there
Meditate with your head straight
let your spine be aligned
Get your mind right
for receiving divine light
and sounds abound from the ground up
with ears which hear all around…yup
Drown fear by swimmin’ in faith…huh
Drown hate by swimmin’ in love
feel connected down here and above
Go beyond, transcend the known senses
sense bliss as you enter the center of self
Just melt till The Oneness is felt
Fill your whole being with the one
Hu is in all that will become
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Meditation is Medication
I heard a great rhyme
from the grape vine
Great wine ferments with time
meant for this date and time
to drink and be thoughtless
Think and be a prisoner of thoughts
God Bless life is a meditation
A reminder to those who forgot
to take their medication
Now that the prescription is written
it’s on you to do it and fill in
so you’ll feel whole within
Without a doubt about it
you’re not a hole without
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SEMA
Which is the ecstatic dance
of mystics, dervishes, witches, wizards and magicians
We place our hands on shoulders their opposite
then begin spinning counter-clockwise
so the left foot is our pivot
and the right foot is our guide
When we gain momentum, our arms go to our sides
right hand’s palm faces up, receiving from the sky
left hand’s palm faces down, giving to the ground
Sema is done with surrounding sound
freeing our mind state from time/space
as we turn round and around
The heart becomes the prayer place
where the senses are the prayers
which connect us to get more aware
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MAGIC
The art of the magician
Is much broader than that of an
Escape King, who masters those kind of tricks
Simplicity is the keynote of the many illusory tricks
With cards, tricks mostly require simple manipulation
Or depend upon special apparatus for their presentation
As does the presentation of the stage illusions
And platform tricks are practiced at close range or before large audiences
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Fear
The risk of life can stimulate the feeling of fear
Fear is a survival instinct which can function as a defense mechanism
to keep beings well-aware, watchfully awake, alive and well
Or on the contrary, too much fear brings about the inability to function
and can lead to being in a vegetative state such as a couch potato is
stagnate as a rotten apple does which if mixed with other apples
they are at risk of going to waste
w/o anyone savoring the flavor or getting a taste of the fruit’s truth
Our unquenchable thirst and hunger puts harm on our way
in order to remain in the cycle of life
and maintain our place at the top of the food chain, us predators stalk our prey
Our insatiable appetite enables us to bring famine and starvation to the table
even at times we will wine and dine on each others blood and flesh
As harm has caused pain and suffering, it can also lead to death, decay, and
destruction
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No Fear
~Hey Ley~ let US lay in the yellow hued hay by the mellow blue bay…
Just a a`pplying myself my soul wholly to holly’s holy hole(U)
The Whole. OM you do know HU! i have a Q? QT can U help me + the T!
What do we hear here dear??deer!!
Why do we fear fear = is it the blind mind scared unprepared for what’s there or what
there is when We are now here there is nothing to fear~do you feel Me~
Today yes in(deed) there’s no need to pay to play life’s game>two ways<in essence
In essence
one with sense may be a presence no (body) solely soul in the present
-moment- without being tense for that was the past and does not have to last
relax, take deep breaths in this instance you’ll feel you need less to Be
Who you really are is not far for it is within the GOD given gift or present of Life
To lessen the pain sparked by the eternal flame start to sprinkle infinite rain…
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N.o one E.ver R.eally D.ies
Yo Mac you know I mean it
when I say I got yo’ back
because I’m behind you
standing on my own two
O you two one dressed in red
the other wearing blue
I know I’m in love with U
without having heard a word
is it absurd I see the way y’all observe
if it is call me a N.E.R.D
for I’m here to serve Hu
Hu is the being in you and in me
know this to be true
I like the way you notice closeness
and I pray for openness of mind
hoping this will help us focus on solely soul
the part of us that is holy and whole
O Lord pardon us for making the sacred profane
Excuse the acting of our self-will
abusing what we have here out of fear
Let me say it loud and clear there is enough for us all
to eat, wear, and sleep under
To understand, stand under to not overlook, look over
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‘O’
They call me the ‘O’stad
HU knows the One GOD
‘cause I was born and raised in LA
taught by those Angels from all angles
Praising the Caliph’s for Nia’s
or these two knees praying for our needs
Taking heed to proceed learning creeds or beliefs
to seek the truth to reach the roots
and speak for truce being pro-youth
and all ages, races, faiths including yoU
Yeah the kid is back, tip your hat
to the one whose cap is flipped back
Sprinkling life’s facts through rhyme and rap
my tap is filled to spill on those who lack
H2O or the source of existence
Let-go, go with the flow of the Universe
Breathe deep, and you’ll need less in this instance
what you always needed was more O
so inhale-exhale from the navel to know
life’s necessities by experiences of your own
3 mins. w/o air, 3 days w/o water
and 3 weeks w/o food experiments have shown
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O One
O LORD help US work towards no war, more
peace, love and happiness
I will say let thy will be done in your kingdom
which is within each and every one
O ONE help us recognize, realize that separation or division
does not serve us but hurts us for WE ARE ALL ONE
and there is enough for all when used wisely
I’m talking about resources the Source left us with to share with one another
Hey brother and sister wake up, be aware
of the waste that’s taking place in OUR world
O Force help us make moves, take steps
for the welfare of ALL beings in their evolutionary course
Revolutionary of all sorts is Mother Nature,
for only Father forgave her
and gave her the Hands of Fate
to greet and meet the Feet of Destiny
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One with All
To Be or not to Be One with All
that is the quest’s question
The answer lies in each beings perception
while the senses and their reception
can be distorted by outer pollutions
and cause mental illusions, delusions
The monumental solution is in inner resolutions
of ways that raise one’s Love and Awareness
taking us above divisive comparisons
It’s better to unify and float freely in peace
than to be in pieces after control
When you’re not one with the Soul Controller
then you’ll feel a hole within not whole without
I’m flowing about knowing and showing
each presence in essence is part of
the growing whole and the whole itself
By being selfless we can help more
members remember that we all
came from the same source
How long will we play
this insane game of force
for our sufficient resources
resorting to sorts of divisions
storing our provisions, rations
while nations are dying of starvation
The smart start to live in moderation
and those large of heart give without expectation
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We’re One Family
The Source has provided
us Beings with 2 wings
Reason one and Love the other
Love others as you Love yourself
is the most Reasonable thing
Think of others as brothers and sisters
to know that we are One Family
God is our Father and Nature our Mother
So thank your Heavenly Father
as well as Mother Earth
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Pre-Destination & Free Will
Meditative mind state,
Soul constantly in prayer
contemplating divine faith
and the way to define fate
is to say predestination and free will together
for they both play a role in our destiny
What is meant to be happens for a reason
like ripe fruits of trees and their season
Yo you reap what you sow
so don’t keep what you owe
Show or teach what you do know
Forgive to be forgiven, give back
to receive that which you wish to have
Yo you get blessed to bless, don’t forget
though you don’t bless to impress or show off
No you know that will add to the busy mess of business
and is not in your own or our best self-interest to get home
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FATE & DESTINY
I told Fate and her plan
to hold faith in her man
so she sold hate for a grand
didn’t fold the cards in her hand
She’s bold and smart for the small fam
doing what she’s told as a part who follows a plan
not knowing the whole in part due to their program
Growing is getting closer to the heart of the whole man
for nothing is left out of the heart of the whole man
No man can Love you more than your Soul Mate
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O SOUL MATE
O Soul Mate
Show your face
Now I told Fate
I know your faith
You’re the World’s Sheikh
I whirl and you shake it
My girl, my globe you shape it
Curled up with you naked
Where else would I make it
The world is yours, so take it
O Soul Mate
Be up to date
No don’t wait
For 2000 & 8
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Jesus Christ
O Lord Jesus Christ lighten our load
and enlighten our road to salvation
You have the insight of our soul’s situation
Might your might incite a revelation of elation
for us to unite and take flight in heaven’s elevation
Your sight and presence is the cause for our celebration
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Amen
Amen…Brave men take life as it comes to them
Knowing care is to be taken every chance they get
They’re showing that life can be lived with less regrets
Members let’s remember to forgive not to forget
For we can learn from our past experiences
to receive the presents of the present
and believe in the essence in the future
I’m too sure that faith will help you achieve
More than you ever imagined possible
Illogical in the sense that it can’t be measured
Logical in the sensations that can be treasured
In your heart and soul forever with you
Is your consciousness
Clear your conscience in its pursuit
For it requires the highest form of discipline
Live within the center of yourself
To enter the wonder of Self
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Ahem
Ahem…why all this havoc and mayhem
Polluting the air waves, raise your awareness
Then change the station, rearrange the situation
For you need to channel your energy
Into something more unique and creative
Coming closer to the source we empathize, sympathize
Synchronize our lives with the laws of nature and our creator
Giving us life, love, rights forgiving our sins
Since we’re imperfect, He’s above perfection
Being the only thing that exists in reality
The real way to being is through non-existence
Linked to Him is this hymn I sing with the rhythm
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MortezA ALi
YA ALI, Lion Of God, Hazrat, Imam and Islamic Caliph
You who had the rate or degree to be the pontiff or people’s plaintiff
You were the worthy One who helped defend beings rights
You who were the weak, feeble and homelessess pride
You didn’t want more than you needed to survive
You did what was necessary as a master or guide
Your sword was your just tongue
With which you would cut off division
Intended thoughts or words for the world to become 1
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MicroPhone Flow
God I got an appetite
to rap tight
hands wrapped tight
around this black mic
like a round flashlight
rhyme and sound flash light
through speakers
who could be illuminated speakers
reaching more ears than the years
of teachers and preachers combined
Combine the heart and mind
to start finding balance of earth and sky
Know that you can fly higher, farther
while being grounded you’re bound
to get the feeling that you’ve found it
It’s connection, direction, protection, affection
Affection, protection, direction, connection
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Flow King
Rocking up and down
knocking off the crown
of the circus clowns
roaring as if they’re lions
The real flow king
is soaring like Superman
toward the globe’s goal
of being more whole
The core’s being is our soul
Our chore is to show what we know
We work to get closer to our Self
Self is soul, the selfish fold and the selfless unroll
the red carpet’s scroll and grip Holy wood’s script
for All of us to get back home
to the Source or Force of the Universe
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Inner Voice
Rejoice hearing the voice within
Listen if the choice will bring you nearer to Him
closer to kin I’m so sure we’re all related
being from the same source Hu’s force can’t be negated
or neglected for He’s directing us to be connected
always correcting defects in all ways He can be detected
Check it out inside is insight to get up so let pride go
Live life in stride with siding with the Most High yo
Die, kill your blind I to find you and I, lie low
all in a line at His feet on our knees we pray
asking from the King of Kindness for guidance on the way
back home takes time as you know
Rome wasn’t built in a day
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Revelation

Another name for meaning is the Most High
Have a relationship with Him for more meaning in life
Combine the heart and the mind
to connect the earth to the sky
Find the balance between your masculine and feminine sides
and become one with your inner child
which is your Angelic Spirit
So hear this Heavenly music
eternally present in the now here
How near is the gift? It’s in each second
Second guess this revelation
and you won’t arrive at life’s celebration
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Feng Shui
Feng means wind
and Shui water
it’s a mystical practice
which blends ancient wisdom
based on the understanding of the dynamic flow of energy
combining common sense, folklore, and astrology
with CHInese cultural tradition
it’s a body of knowledge
that lays down the guidelines
for life’s different situations
used to differentiate between fortunate
or unfortunate positions
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ReiKi
Pronounced ray-key
is a Japanese technique
for relaxation that also promotes healing
by laying on hands and sutra repeating
The five lettered word ReiKi
comes from two Japanese words Rei & Ki
Rei means universal spiritual wisdom
and Ki means Chi or universal life force
Therefore, ReiKi can be called spiritually guided life energy
the ability is transferred to the pupil by the Guide
during a process named the attunement
One attunement per level is all that’s necessary
to activate the ability to channel ReiKi
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Peace Completes
Were all connected like parts of a puzzle
We struggle hard to accept it
but we need each piece to be complete
Let me repeat we need peace to be complete
Each piece doesn’t compete with others
Each piece should compete with itself
To be all you can be
you don’t have to be in the army
to have discipline you can practice religion
Religion being a form of discipline we call ‘holy’
only I don’t know how we can be whole and cause lack of peace
Tell me, I fell on knees to ask for forgiveness
for those who committed felonies in God’s name
Admit it, religion came to unite you and I
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Humane Game
Play this game to become more humane
if not you’ll remain the same as you came
Delete the words ‘shame’ and ‘blame’
from your dictionary, they’re fictionary
There’s nothing to be ashamed of, and no one to blame
when we are all one and the same,
Know that perspectives vary
expressions of love are different as are perceptions
Life lessons teach us to get rid of our misconceptions
of the world and our place in it, It begins with being
which leads to doing and then ends with having
not vice versa, don’t let wise advice hurt ya
Take less offense and give less offense
to subtract the suffering in the world do what serves ya
for it doesn’t serve us to live in self-defense
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Hu to the Rescue
I believe in the One and only God
the creator and nurturer of the Universe
Since birth my life’s been full of miracles
Comin’ out of my mother’s womb
doctors delivering thought I’d see an early tomb
not crying, I was choking on the umbilical
skin hue purple my father came to the rescue
cut the cord and gave me oxygen
The Lord knows how grateful I am when
I breathe in the breeze and out the debris
I agree the most important thing in life is free
that experience makes me believe
and having faith has helped me achieve
a relationship with our Maker
making me more aware of what to share
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Behavioral Economics
We can be motivated by convenience, love, and generosity
and we separate our money into mental accounts, necessarily
treating our money of equal amounts differently
we run the risk of being too quick when spending
becoming too slow when we’re saving
and too conservative when investing
So before charging your credit/debit cards, ask
yourself how much you’d pay if purchasing with cash
That could let you think and calculate the actual amount you have
in your account and help you know how much of that
you are willing to take out of your own branches bank pocket
Spending records show we tend to spend less when with cash or check
After the bills have been paid remaining are small sums of money in our paychecks
So people who have difficulty holding onto small sums often have difficulty saving, in effect
wise advice is to funnel some of the money into mutual funds or a savings account directly
from your paycheck
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Behavioral Economics II
The second pillar of behavioral economics is prospect theory
It deals with the way we frame decisions, different ways of labeling
or code outcomes and how they affect our attitude toward risks
how we feel about loss is called “loss aversion” in lingo psychoeconomic
The “sunk cost fallacy” is our inability to forget money already spent
thus a common gambit of the government is to get the most money spent on favorite projects
so that the “sunk cost fallacy” will be there to protect it
before more sober persons who are for rational analysis see the defects, get it!
Another concept to note is the “status quo bias”, or the preference
for keeping things the way they are this combines with the change resisting tendency
to fall in love with that which we own known as the “endowment effect”
A deeper wider understanding of this message should lead us to wiser decisions when spending
and investing
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Recovery
Why do we lie and deny
that our lives had become unmanageable
It’s understandable that sometimes the truth hurts
but without being real we could never heal
or make progress in our recovery
which is a process of discovery
where we learn about ourselves
and our place in the world
Knowing that victory lies in the admission of defeat
we apply acceptance, surrender, and honesty
and take the first steps of another way of life
Coming to believe in a Power greater than ourselves
starts with hope which turns to faith as our lives improve
Feeling the Energy of the group helps us find a remedy
much of our problem is our search for something to make us feel whole
Our future depends on our willingness to grow spiritually
also to know and do what serves us
mentally and physically
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Participate
Our humility and open-mindedness make us teachable
reachable when we let go of our fears about how we may appear to others
We’re all brothers and sisters is near and preachable
Acting on our self-will has kept us trapped in a continuous cycle of fear and pain
We must move away from our self-will
so let go and let God, just allow events to happen
Trust that there is growth in taking action despite our uncertainty
Certainly it takes time, determination, and courage to change
Shift our focus away from our own self-interest
and aim forward toward a more soul centered life
No one can do it for us, we have to consciously decide to do this for ourselves
this is a choice we make with our hearts more than with our minds
Our Higher Power will take care of our spiritual needs
but we need to participate in our own lives
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Pangaea Panacea
It’s Hu I’m working for
you know so let go of e-g-o’s
and let G-O-D
work through you
Be His instrument
and feel fulfillment
on each and every step of evolution
Lose all illusions and delusions
pollutions cause confusion
Confusion is lack of peace
and you know that’s not
the solution for improvement
U-N-I-T-Y is I wish we would apply it in politics
Be conscious of the way
the earth was connected Pangaea one world
which with time divided
why deny it in our thoughts, words, and actions
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AStroLABe
M.C is drippin’
His wisdom
Bringin’ the Kingdom
to this system
my flow is slow tap
Yo I show rap
The Most High’s road map
tour guides lead us out of traps
Amhere flashes light on dark minds
splashes clear insight: stars are in the sky
not on the ground, they’re found in your eyes
and lost in sounds which drown the outside
As the earth turns the sun burns for the moon to give birth
the round earth rotates around the sun, the sun radiates warmth
and impregnates the cool moon’s womb for stars and planets
to emerge
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Iranman
I’m from Iran, man
my seed was planted
in the Persian land
I understand it’s not where you’re from
but where you’re at and going to be
I’m also knowing that you need to be
in touch with your roots to touch your truth
So you don’t lose yourself, hang loose
but don’t lose touch with other
members of the family, remember
we’re all sisters and brothers
God being our heavenly father and earth our mother
or nature which nurtures and the Lord is the creator
The presence present in the heavens and on earth
In every creature is a drop of Him
If totality is one sea, see one and swim
to the holy and whole shore
For sure we need one wing of Love
and one more of Reason to go beyond and be above
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See a Sea
Be a Sea
See ME as 2 drops
In the galaxy
M is moon and E is earth
Flow like the Universe
with glowing light giving warmth
from the sun we burn to learn
how much distance is needed
to keep hold of this instance in existence
Grow to know and show in our presence
is the presents of the Essence
Essentially we are connected to All
All the elements have been detected to be
the same inside and outside of ourselves
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Look Over
Is life a masquerade that we apply masquera
to hide behind a mask acting like it’s Halloween
Accustomed to this custom of being in costumes
for fear of what our eyes see we overlook
that’s why they say ‘don’t judge a book by it’s cover’
we wear disguises to disappear from appearance
plug our ears to not hear the happenings of here
and others cover our mouths to not speak the words out
Our weakness of weak knees keep lying here
while we need naked leg strength to get together
to gather width-with-length or rather depth of steps
and stand there altogether as bare awareness

To not Overlook, do Look Over
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Power of Protection
I know it was a Power greater than myself present
when I hydroplaned and hit the center divider
then a car hit the passenger side
a passenger of mine was ejected
That Power made sure he was protected
in the middle of the freeway my car stops
seeing he’s o.k. I start looking for my cell phone
to call triple A before the arrival of the cops
Now I’m walking across the freeway like a madman
cars stopping at my knees swerving not to hit my car
sparks flying he flees the accident scene
leaving me waiting for the fate that awaits
Knowing I couldn’t escape my destiny I stayed
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The Law of Detachment
The Law of Detachment says in order
to acquire anything in the physical world
you have to relinquish your attachment to it
This doesn’t mean extinguish the intention to create it
You keep the intent and desire,
but give up your attachment to the end
The moment you let go of your attachment to the result
combining one-pointed intention with detachment
at the same time you will have that which you desire
Anything you want can be acquired through detachment
because detachment is based on the unquestioning belief
in the power of your true Self
But attachment is based on fear and insecurity
and the need for security is based on not knowing the true Self
Since the Self or Soul is the source of the whole world
it is this Awareness that knows how to meet every need
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The Law of Attraction
The Law of Attraction
says: All that comes to life
comes from the thoughts of the mind
So whatever goes on in your mind
you are bringing into your life
Now why think about things you dis-like
or don’t want in this life
Try this insight for a new outlook in life
For more positive outer changes look on the bright side
or think that is, an affirmative thought is 100 times
stronger than a negative thought is
also there is a time-delay from what’s in your mind frame
to that which you see in life’s display
Think about it, if there wasn’t the world would be in disarray
Our feelings let us know what we are thinking,
our thoughts lead us to that which we’re feeling
Therefore whatever you’re feeling and thinking is future revealing
The universe corresponds to the nature of your song
You create your own universe as you go along
Once you understand how to control your thoughts
and master your feelings you’ll become a co-creator
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The LAW of HIGHer Consciousness
In order to grow and develop into higher consciousness
one needs to fully understand the importance
of becoming one with the Law of Higher Consciousness:
“Love everyone unconditionally--including yourself.”
Now how can you love others if you don’t love yourself?
The internal love of self and others is integral
to making the external space loving in general
Learning to love unconditionally is stepping toward the eternal
it means getting free of interference from our programmed addiction
or those emotion-backed demands commanding the brain instructions
this enables us to receive signals clear perceive clearly what is now here
Also evaluate more wisely, widely for effectively affecting the cause more near
The key is instant emotional acceptance of the now and here
or the emotional acceptance of the previously unacceptable situation
When emotions are stimulated we can’t perceive clearly our real life situation
then our bio-computer or brain sends a flow of info emphasizing alienation and separation
creating a twisted evaluation of the here based on program addiction
causing expression of differences and suppression of similarities
amongst ourselves and others destroying our ability to love unconditionally
The world knows that from lack of love comes global unhappiness
some fine advice for our time in The Law of Higher Consciousness:
“You add just as much suffering to the Universe
when you take offense as when you give offense.”
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Show Love
One thing I know
is that I LOVE U
If you ask me how much
I’ll say touch is not enough
to show it let it come out
from within the depth
of your heart it’s not hard
to take steps on Love’s path
At times it hurts but that hurt
makes you more aware
of how much it’s worth
it doesn’t get worse or less
unless you stop to express it
so let it flow and go wherever it takes U
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Receive to Give
Like crops are cultivated to grow
in their ripe time and season
when we ask for something
we’re more likely to get it if we provide a reason
Given that which we desired, we’re obliged
to try and return the favor
If what we request is major
in consequence it’ll probably be rejected
Then if we retreat to a minor request
the probability is that it’ll be accepted
Once we make a decision, it’s a given
that there’ll be pressure to be consistent w/ that commitment
and we determine what’s correct
by finding out what others think is correct…check it
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Believe to Achieve

Yo we most prefer to say yea
to the requests of people we like and know
Also we’re trained from birth to believe
that obedience to proper authority is right
Info from a recognized authority provides
us with a quick way for achieving
Opportunities seem more valuable
when they are less available
and when we make a decision
we often don’t use all of the information
but just a highly representative piece of the whole
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Perspective affects Function
Your perspective of events
affects the mind’s reaction
which affects the psyche’s reaction
The psyche’s reaction affects the brain’s reaction
The brain translates this to the body’s language
resulting in the production of messages
and that affects the body’s function
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IntentioN
As I’m trimmin’ my nails
I’m thinking about trimmin’ politics that fail
and bringin’ in politicians, who unity’s boat sail
We’re in the Not For Long league (NFL)
4 tics to go on the clock, down by 7 in the Super Bowl
raining a Mary to hail
needing those wide-receiving to catch hold
of the holy Grail
and the punter to kick the point after to prevail
with scores tied in life’s game, we go to OverTime
Now I’m shaving off unwanted hairs like
erasing the most wanted criminals or terrorists of our time
before they commit their crimes will save more lives
of innocent victims: kids, husbands and wives
after spraying the after shave on my face
I start bathin’, prayin’ with faith
for this shower to forgive our sins
and give us power to work out our mistakes
also for purity in all our states
from the Originator’s Grace
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Thoughts Count
Without a doubt about it
it’s the thought that counts
and accounts for our actions
that amount to reactions
When contact is made,
then position equates to the body’s thin skin
My disposition is in wisdom which is within
I’m reminded by the Boss:
That which is forever can never be lost
therefore it can always, in all-ways, be found
You know I am not seeking converts as I converse
but am seeking to be relieving pain that hurts
like a deep wound from being cast out of nature’s womb
Healing begins when we are in touch with our roots
In tune with our truths we choose to be more than before
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The Lord’s Word
Yo how can the word of the Lord divide you and I
for He said Love each other as you Love yourself
Listening to B.E.P’s Where is the L-O-V-E?
makes me wonder and understand
that without Love the world takes you under, man
Being a Lover lets you hover oversands
of this dust-pit like you’re on a magic carpet
Love’s trance transcends the temporal and becomes eternal
Now is the time and Here is the place to be
He created you and me to manifest He
so be your best in thoughts, words, and deeds
Indeed you’ll see you reap what you sow
so don’t keep what you owe
Yes, do teach what you know
Give back that which was given in some shape or form
and get more
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Abstract Extract
I’m writing these soul songs
to be righting the world’s wrongs
Choice of fighting is with my pen
then when I’m reciting, voice is my weapon
The gun that’s my tongue goes smooth through drums of ears
Flows of whispered words trigger the mind of the hearer
nearer and nearer…blowing brain tissues with humane issues
to get you veins closer to the heart’s artery, since you
don’t feel other cells’ pain I’m making myself plain
making life simple is my aim and taking the straightest way
I forgo Amir for the most thorough borough to and fro
forth and back I come to no name is what I came from
rap flows rep that which never goes for forever knows
no ups or downs, off limits it is infinite
not in the vicinity it’s the solely witnessed
out of bounds it’s the only thing found within it
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7 Centers of Consciousness
There are three lower centers of Security, Sensation, and Power
These were and are developed for survival of the fittest
And the four higher centers of consciousness
Are Love, Cornucopia, Conscious-Awareness, and Cosmic Consciousness
The Security Center preoccupies one with the basic necessities
This programming forces us to be controlled by the battle for security
In the Sensation Center one pursues happiness by way of senses
so decisions are for provisions of more pleasurable sensations
From the Power Center concerns are with controlling people, situations,
increasing pride, prestige, wealth and many more forms of control and manipulation
At the Love Center we are transcending subject-object relationships
and are learning to see the world with the harmonies and feelings
of flowing acceptance—we see ourself in everyone & everyone in ourself
we empathize, sympathize more with the suffering of everybody else
and begin to accept and love everyone unconditionally including ourselves
when we get to the center of Cornucopia, the friendliness
of the world we are creating we, in turn, experience
we will begin to recognize realize that we’ve always lived in a world of perfection
to the extent or degree that we still have addictions
the perfection lies in giving us the necessary experience to get free
free of our emotion-backed demands, as addictions are reprogrammed; we see
and feel the perfection as a continuous enjoyment of the now here
when we become more loving and accepting then the world becomes a ‘horn of plenty’
that gives us much more than we need to be content and happy
It’s so liberating to enter the center of Conscious-Awareness
From there where we are a bare witness
we see our mind and body perform on the lower five centers
here-being the Center of Centerswe learn to impartially observe our social roles and life games
from an invulnerable place free of fear, shame and blame
After living fully in the Sixth Center of Consciousness
we are ready to transcend Self-Awareness and extend into Pure Awareness
At this ultimate level, you are Total, All One, Oneness
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Transcendental State
Why on earth do we focus on our differences
when that view gives birth to division vision
we’ll be wishing for the part that’s missing
Look within, in your heart and mind it’s not hard
to know that that part is peace and soul
Each of us is a piece or part of the whole
Practice what you preach when your truth be told
Attentive mind’s think fast and wait to take action
they measure means to weigh the weight of + and –‘s
Aware soul’s designed with signs of faith on their face
actively wait patiently with pleasure
if they intend to ascend and attend the pearly gates of divine grace
grateful and appreciative the state of being of beings in that great place
(within the center of our nature) which knows no time or space
it transcends planets stars moons suns
it sends bends blends light rays and sound waves in so many ways
changes shapes and forms so that the shapes become shapeless and the forms
formless
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Trance
Hip to this mix of Osmosis with Hypnosis
Rhythm focus rhyme dopeness mind opens:
Body lets go, soul breezes with the flow
of the mellow beat which fellow speakers speak
The universal language of love takes us all above
Dance makes us fly up like doves in the limitless sky
Trance knows no whys whats which when or where
it is the entrance to be now here and for being then there…
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Angel’s Angles
I’m one of US, hey
Born and raised in the USA
Songs rhyme sings praise
to the place I stay
In LA, Calif for nia
I Long to know a Nia
Yo my bro’s name is Sia
Loud proud shout out to ya
and all who are there
Now how about the weather
Wow! warm and cool together
Asking the King can it get any better
King saying it’s as good as it gets
What about Hollywood trippin’, the strip of Sunset
the see and be seen scene of the West
In the scheme of things La La land is there to dream
and Allah willing where dreams come true
for you dreamers, believers, and followers of the truth
You know the truth shall set you free, I’m just living proof
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The Way is Inclusive
Hu wants to listen
to the wisdom of an artist
Hu’ll rhyme/rap regardless of time/space
for that’s just a mind state
Where there’s justice you’ll find grace
Hu’s will is to SELF-improve
The way is inclusive
so it is conducive
that all sects take steps to connect
and be correct
In unity there is true Peace
Love and Happiness are the effects of the cause
I wouldn’t be expressing my thought process
if I saw no flaws
I shouldn’t be repressing awareness
because that couldn’t be progress
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Confusion
We hunt to find ways and means
which answer our quest’s questions
Aiming for more knowledge and wisdom
Shooting for comfort and convenience
Hitting the target, opens doors towards war for peace
The key is our want to do or say
comes from feeling unease, lack of peace within
or energy which we have not yet expressed
The lack thereof makes its presence felt, itself known
and the effect is shown direct or indirect
When we are not at peace with ourselves
we are not at peace nor at ease with our neighbors
which can and does create confusion in the neighborhood
Confusion is a disturber, a breaker of trust in effect causes disease
The disease caused may come at the price or cost of its remedy
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The Struggle
The time you get centered
that is the Self actualized
that happens when the Truth is realized
then your inner energies have been transformed
The lower has been changed into the higher
The earthly into the heavenly
but it’s a long process
You’ll need the courage to wait to make progress
and don’t be tempted by the shortcuts or illusions
for only through the struggle does growth come
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The Inner War
Decrease the peace of being deceased
Increase the peace centered inside your being
The problem being man, for
when he doesn’t fight the inner war
then does he fight the outer war
So stop pointing the finger at one another
and start coming back to your Self to recover
Don’t take cover, take off the covers
to purify as Lovers
and to make peace with each other
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Soulja
Lo and Behold
the bold Soulja
gaining exposure
maintaining my composure
by remaining sober
Receiving the signal clear
Minimal drugs, cigars or cigarettes here
Show love, let go of fear
Take better care of all here
Appreciate the shape your soul has taken
Awaken yourself to natural inebriation
And be more in any situation
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LYRICal WIZardry
This surge of mirth or spiritual ritual
Is first to merge--stick all individuals’
parts to the Heart’s artery with artistry
Free me to say and speak so freely
for the way of each to be mo’ easy
Frequently releasing sequences of frequencies
or speech on these loose leaves and groovy beats
Relentlessly endlessly seeking to improve moods & increase good feelings
The reason is peace for each person and every community
So come unity to know and show real peace
truth’s truce lets us focus on our similarities
hopefully plant seeds of trust and grow love on life’s family tree
See we are all human beings on the same planet, now that’s familiarity it’s the 21st century!
All regions forget the paradox of religions and remember the signs of science
Combine West and East mentalities left and right sides of your brain for more logic and sense
See wider visions through clearer cleaner optical lens and make war and the worst topics end
Now let’s begin by being friends for ends of Knowledge, Wisdom to meet the kingdom of
Consciousness
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Verbal InterCourse

I miss mister magic` so bro i’m a brownnose a bit yo did u pull off a hat~trick wit ya honey
or did tha bunny pull a rabbit out tha hat~did jimmy dick skinny dip wit miss wet kiss stick
shift slip in betwixt tha hips of stiff sticky sex lips A.K.A the Vaginal Clit + send me tantric
things 2 think thank GOD 4 my bid is in your Male[Box]
This hotMAIL from this HOTmale entails tales of tails talks of walks by cocks chicks and hens on
the trials trail: try all or trail the frail fail daily to gaily grace the face of Grace’s Grail, grease the
rail; easily sail the halo to hail Mary’s marry aid merrily say hello to Ginger who’s ale if pale or
stale choose to use two wet sticky fingers which grip, ring her bells so well, so wells swell inside
Tinkerbell’s sides slip Cindrella’s slippers on glide in stride dip dive in bunny’s ebony strip stripe
ride with a ripe pipe strive to arrive aware where pin point joints join at the groin needless needles
sowing growing as knees weave and elbows bob in on and on till One {Thou sent} And 1 filled
fountains spill on green lawns of hills and mountains that are over~come To Go and go to come
for/or/from: 1-2-1
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KAMA SUTRA
Began when Shiva, a great God
and ultimate teacher of yoga, meditation, magic
and his mate were in the mood for Love
Don’t be fooled by the postures or positions, it
is more important to bring your emotions into motion
and expressing this affection to your partner with
every part of your body
the shifting, ever-changing positions
flowing like a dance and us the figures
are only meant to express the tenderness
of the controlling mind
and for this reason Kama Sutra is especially valuable
to couples who are married or in a long relationship
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KAMA SUTRA II
Bathing each other is a great way to start Love Making
When you touch each other pay real attention to what you’re doing
One of the great secrets to Love making:
‘Whatever you are doing slow down
it’ll be better at half the speed,’ now
nothing heightens desire like expectation, so how
about a massage with scented oils to tone the skin,
relax muscles, ease aches/pains and improve circulation
Try to keep it non-sexual for as long as possible
wait until your body is aching and longing for Love,
till it’s no longer possible to hold off on.
The sexual union of two people
is more profound than only pleasure seeking
since the body is a complex of nerve centers or chakras
at the base of the spine lies coiled an energy
called kundalini, it can be raised through making Love
The ancients believed this psychic energy could be
controlled to gain the release
from the cycle of life and death aka moksha
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Healer’s of the Universe
Healer’s of the Universe
emerge, merge in verse
converse with the mirth
that’s worth all this Earth
disperse the worth of second birth
end the search for heaven on earth
begin the work of making this
the place to be and now is the time
Let your conscience be free, know no-mind
get more conscious of the heart to find
Love’s gift, which is the life to be lived
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HomeoPathy
More than 200 years established
form of complementary medicine
Believes in the potent force
of the minimum dose
Studies and treats the person as a whole
Based on the belief that ‘like cures like’
known as the Law of Similars, which is vaccine-like
A minute dose of a substance that causes similar symptoms
to those suffered by the patient
will stimulate their healing powers and cure their condition
Remedies come in powders, tablets, or tinctures
with no need for prescriptions
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TIBB
Each food has a degree
of coldness or of heat
and promotes or slows down metabolism
Choosing a balanced diet we can begin
to harmonize the natural functions of the body
This is a general system of dietetics that can be used by anybody
and can be adjusted to differences of place and life-style
This system is the most widely practiced of all time
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Herbal Remedies
Ayo U know Aloe Vera’s
thick leaf can be snipped off, slit open
the gel can be scooped out and oozed into the skin
this helps ease minor burns or irritations
Keeping a potted aloe only needs water weekly
So the plant that can be kept in the kitchen is almost carefree
Yo did ya know Gingko Biloba’s leaves
are known to contain compounds named ginkgolides
these have been shown to inhibit allergies
improve memory and promote blood flow
Ginger root also stimulates circulation and blood flow
In Ayurvedic medicine it is called maha-aushadi a.k.a
“the great medicine” and has a rep as an aphrodisiac
Now before planning to take Zoloft or Prozac
give St. John’s Wort a chance to act
this has much less side effects than those, and
is for getting rid of mild-moderate depression
since this interacts with many other drugs ask your physician
also because depression requires professional assistance
so do more of your own research for reaping more benefits
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Herball Remedies
Ginseng has been used as a tonic and vital essence
for thousands of years in Chinese medicine
It is said to increase general stamina, add strength
also stimulate the immune and nervous systems
Valerian root became known as All-Heal
by the eleventh century in Europe medieval
It has sedative properties, is taken as a tea
For curing insomnia, nervous tension, indigestion, decreasing bp and anxiety
Vervain heals insomnia, nervous exhaustion, and anxiety
It also has mildly sedative and hypnotic properties
Rosemary’s a restorative tonic herb with antiseptic and antibacterial properties
helps heal colds, influenza, fatigue and headaches as an infusion
also as a tincture it decreases depression and lessens nervous tension
Chamomile is an antiseptic and sedative
can also decrease inflammation
It’s taken as a tea for relieving indigestion
nausea and painful menstruation
Lemon Balm is ingested as an infusion
A solution for nervous anxiety, depression
tension headaches and indigestion
An antiviral, antibacterial and insect repellant
Externally applied it heals insect bites, stings, sores and irritations
Sage is an astringent, antiseptic and antibacterial
Infusions of the leaves are used as a mouthwash or gargle
helps heal sore throats, mouth ulcers, laryngitis, tonsillitis & gum disease
Curanderas and Shamans also burn a big bundle of the leaves
In their healing rituals so negative energy or evil spirits leave
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Life Is Priceless
I guess you’ll never know
till its gone how much its worth
or the work that went into bringing beings
Life on earth or our birth is priceless
Why do we put a price on one another
Be aware that we’re not numbers
Beware not to become number
to the pains of others
The pangs of hunger
helps us rise from this deep slumber
and feel more for each other
Hopefully lead to feeding those in need
Reach out from within indeed
For being the difference we want to see
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When I C mySELF as U
When I C mySELF as U
No division
then I know that’s true
Divine wisdom
In the rhythms of the blues
It’s there if you listen
-and here if you hear
Brothers, Sisters how are WE doing as each other
helping US members remember/recover
the love of the Lover or our Father
HU says it is u who defines ME
and there is no me without U
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You

I want to start by saying GOD Bless You
for helping my LOVE become more true
by giving something without expecting anything, right
My LOVE got purified through the filter of life
Your existence opened my heart and mind
to think and feel more for existence, which is divine
You taught me not to waste my energy and time
on people, places, and things that aren’t sublime
so I’m grateful for knowing you, you are showing me
ways to raise my self and accelerate the rate of growing
Thank you, my life is going to be so much more fulfilling
because I was so full of feelings and emotions, the thoughts were killing me
I mean my ego and my evil soul so now my angelic spirit is living
to be giving that which it has been given GOD willing
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O You
I want to start by saying Thank You
for helping my LOVE become more true
purified through the filter of life…HU
LIFE proved to me that I don’t need you
to be my wife for me to proceed and continue
to do HU’S Will and become one with him is why we came
and my aim for being with you was to get closer to totality
Simple and plain is the way so I’m not into game playing
name saying that you’re still with the person who couldn’t keep the faith
of a marriage which should be a holy union of body and soul for the whole
I hope you know I wish you all the best
and have intentions of more LOVE, PEACE, and HAPPINESS
With AWARENESS, FREEDOM, and HEALTH you’re blessed
don’t forget to know your value and be in the presence of those who do
Everyday I pray that you’ll find someone you can completely trust…HU
Someone who’ll always be loyal to your royal highness
place you above all except the Most High, I profess
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Students of Love
GOD help us be pupils of true LOVE
See, hear, know and show you are One
In All ways Beyond and always Above
Watching over and out for your Creation
Giving with no limitation or expectations
Your LOVE and LOVE for you can’t be equaled
You are the eternally existent HU is real
Realer than anyone’s wildest dreams can imagine
Healer of everyone’s pain, Forgiver of everybody’s sin
To cure our dis-ease I ask you: please be our medicine
As you release into cells spread PEACE and AWARENESS
affecting each one, Your Will will teach us fairness
patience and clearness of our dear SOUL’s purpose
is to Be of service for what serves us
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Pure Love
A loveless life is a wasted life
Love lets you taste life
Love helps you make life
Love gets you up to raise life
So let Love be your guide and light
You get to decide if its wrong or right
To grow your love has to purify
through the filter of true life
Where there’s true pure love
There’s no if, ands or buts
The purer the love, the more
Eternal, Free, and Limitless it is
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Wake Up
I’ve come to take you out of your coffins
I’ve come to wake those sleep-walking
I keep talking so you will know
why you came before you go
You came to be more “Hu-main”
The more humane the more Hu is main
Hu is the name of the One in All
rr the Essence, life lessons teach you to be closer to All
beings being from the same place
Raise yourself to help the human race
be less racist, prejudiced, and partial
There’s no justice because we’re not equal
but there should be fairness
when and where there’s more awareness
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The Witness
I see you as I see me
We are one, not two
If we are consciousness
We are three: un, sub, and conscious
The more conscious, the less division
the clearer is the distinction
between mind, body, and soul
Soul is consciousness
body is matter and mind is energy
Hence, mind is over matter
and consciousness is over both
since it is the witness
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The Always Alive
O One would you flow through me
so I could show yours truly
By now we should know we’re yours truly
nobody is and owns the Self
So be selfless to know somebody
is the one hidden in all bodies,
shapes and forms, the Omnipresent
makes the forms and gives them presence
That which is life’s essence
can never die, it lives forever and ever
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Vibes
GOD is the Poet
Thoughts emerge
to form words
merging into verses
dispersing the worth of the earth
Immersed in mirth when I converse
I converse to cure our worst hurts
For sure time heals
that’s why they say ‘mind over matter’
the mind knows time to be real
My rhyme flows fast past all “that”
“That” is all that is not a vibe
isn’t alive, the higher the being
the more rapid is its vibrations frequency
which gives us a lighter feeling
when near or hearing clearly
the soul’s sound spoken so fluid and fluently
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Go ‘In’
The Flow King
is flowin’ floatin’
Got to be going
inside in stride
with life and its like
Its like is all that is a vibe
is alive, no jive
The only time I fake is in sports
of course, it is off course to resort
to the sort in life’s court
The only just judge is G-O-D
The one who must’ve made you and me
Yo so show trust now know you are He
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Treasure Chest
Momma makes nothing but Souljas
Poppa makes nothing but Saints
Love creates life to give and take
Itself out of time and space
Time and space are just a mind state
that’s why they say love is in the heart
The place you feel is where life starts
to make sense and be more meaningful
Invest in the chest the interest is the treasure
Your life is blessed when your interest is measureless
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Where I’m From
Where I come from
We don’t run from ourselves
We don’t lie when we look each other in the eye
We used to pluck mustache hair to signify we would be fair
sort of like modern day swear, I swear…
Where I come from action speaks and talk
is cheap if it don’t walk
I put that on Everything,
Anything you sing bring it into being
Give not only words but deeds more meaning indeed
Take as much as you need
and give the rest to others more needy
Stop being greedy ‘cause that cause leads to dis-ease
and lack of unity in the community
the effect of helping is immunity
So come on let’s get together,
live to give that which we wish to receive
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We are Awareness
Make no mistake
we make mistakes
to learn life lessons
and turn into wise persons
sooner or later, older or younger
Age is nothing but a number
Sages feel for others, the dumber are number
to life, life is not black and white
it’s grey there are as many ways to the Most High
as there are beings, beings are judged more
on their intentions than their deeds, for sure
Life is a game of percentages and degrees
When our wishes are for being more selfless, we
are sifting our impurities from our being
We are Awareness
not our thoughts, or emotions, nor feelings
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Quest’s Questions?
My brother and I
Like the earth and sky
Need one another
The sky feeds earth
For earth to feed us
Why don’t we feed each other?
Why are there those who die of hunger?
And then those that slaughter
When there is enough food, clothes, and shelter
For all beings to co-exist not live helter skelter
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My Wife
I want a real faithful woman to be by my side
A mature classE lady who before me with Mother Nature did side
I need a person whose presence fights for all beings rights
Who speaks from and for life’s essence and makes it apparent in her strides
Who earns her stripes warking for the benefit of all sides
She who never severs or divides because it’s not beneficial or right
O Sole mate you provide more reasons for all officials to unite
You give us more meaning and purpose to live Alive
Please come to me my Dear, for I will always assist & be of service to you
my wife
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What Kind of Man
What kind of man would I be
if I didn’t walk my talk
if I didn’t show my words in my works
if I don’t show what I know
if I don’t know who I’m working for
What I’m working for
is to manifest the Maker
in each move and step I take
I take it for God’s sake
the universe is His stage
we emerge as the players in life’s game
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Players, Ballers,
the Shot-Caller
Daily Prayer number one
O one make us players one
with All and put the Ball
back in our court
We play life’s sport
to be on the same team
For we’re all on the same team
Wake us up from this insane dream
of not being One
Close the frivolous cases
and end the divisive discussions
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The Supreme Being

Yo I hope you know
The World’s sticks and stones
can’t break Mystic bones
Those bones are shaped from strong faith
and long wait for God the Most Great
Nothing can penetrate the mental state
that is focused and concentrated in meditation
Since their in constant contemplation of the One,
from their heart nothing is in separation
Feelings start the transformation into a state of being
Meaning the more you’re feeling for other beings,
the more your life is leading to the Supreme Being
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2 Ways of Mysticism
Yo for us to get our spiritual allowance we surrender
And to get our physical allowance we must make our efforts
The way to being more whole takes us from the outer to the inner
In mysticism there are two ways: one going toward the whole, the other to power
Negative awareness makes you knowledgeable of how to get to power
It helps you manipulate others giving you the ability to read minds,
know a person’s personality and see things ahead of time
so it’s good for personal and worldly gain
Yo, what good have miracles done? What have we gained?
Now with positive awareness you become more understanding of the whole
You see yourself as one with the existential world
so you feel yourself as one with the Universal Lord
therefore you never feel lonely, forever all-one or always alone
also you understand that the globe’s goal
is to be more holy and whole
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8 Stages of Mysticism
They say: “If there is a will, there is a way”
this or that, life is full of two ways
In mysticism, there are eight stages
The first is Spiritual hunger or thirst
Second comes Divine love, not first
which gives us insight to Life, this is the third
from which comes the fourth, or personal freedom
leading us into an amazed phase
where we enter a wondering state
From there we gradually graduate to the united stage
Becoming one with God the most great
suddenly kills us as an individual, and that makes
us ready and able to be reborn as the whole in stage 8
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FREEDOM
Yes y’all confide in the presence and flow
of a person whose a bona fide pro
in the art of letting go causing the ego to depart
Yo it’s not hard, you gotta have heart
So be brave, have no fear of nothing here
To live life more fully, consciously and clear
get near and close to the Most High
or the Holy Ghost, Hu’s the host in you and I
guiding us to the divine light
He shows signs for us to know wrong from right
but He gives you freedom to decide
which way you wanna live your life
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Union
As I step into the cipher
I let myself get lighter
Feeling the energy of the group
heals and helps us regroup,
regain the right aim in life’s game
Be more humane and you gain
this and the other world, word to mother
like father, like son show you know we are one
for separation is an illusion, division a delusion
the sure solution is union, ‘cause union is true
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ROMANCE
Heart to heart and cheek to cheek,
we can start to speak
the language of romance
Where an amorous glance
says more than words do
Don’t think for words to-express the way you feel
You might blink and lose sight of the realdance and celebration that life is
In this revelation’s a chance to be righteous
So know and show that which serves you
Go to grow purer, come back truer to your virtue
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TOUCH
O Lord I Love U
so very much
Let me touch you
I won’t ever tease you
I will forever please you
I need you, you need me too
to show and flow through
Please let us know you
You are One, The One
and only, there is none other
You’re our Father, Mother,
Sisters and Brothers
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Center
Inhale, exhale from the navel
to be able to enter your center
if not your life will be like a deep sleep
Self-actualization is becoming aware of your inner center
from where you are linked with the universe
From there you know you’re not atomic
but an organic part of this cosmic whole
Yo, you were not thrown into this world
you have grown in this world
Now know that you’re at home wherever you are
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THE TAO
The Tao that can be told
Is not the eternal Tao
The unnamable is the eternally real
Hold on to the center, it is the center hole
that makes the motor vehicle move
In governing, don’t try to control
In family life, be completely present
In conflict, be fair and generous
In work, do what you enjoy
In living, live close to the ground
In thinking, keep to the simple
Be content to be simply yourself
don’t compare or compete
and everybody will R-E-S-P-E-C-T you
Can you L-O-V-E people and lead
them w/o imposing your will
We work with being, but non-being is what we use
If you stay in the center and embrace death
with your whole heart you will endure forever
The path into the light seems dark
The path forward seems to go back
True power seems weak
True purity seems impure
True clarity seems obscure
True love seems indifferent
True wisdom seems foolish
If you want to become full, let yourself be empty
If you want to be whole, let yourself be partial
If you want to be reborn, let yourself die
To find the origin, trace back to the manifestations
Simple in actions and in thoughts,
you return to the source of B-E-I-N-G
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ZEN
Zen is Religion
without theology
God without philosophy
It’s hidden within totality
In beings God is potentiality
There is no “there” for Zen
All is here, now not “then”
How can you be free, when
there is authority in existence
hence authority creates resistance
Free yourself from authority
for more responsibility
We are responsible for totality
It’s up to us, just us in Ultimate Reality
To adjust and be just, just cremate theology
The True Religion is union not division
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NOW HERE to Be
Come Here
For There’s
No Where to go
Now Here to Be
In Being is life and its meaning
Hear Shakespeare’s spear with Am(ear’s
To Be or not to Be, to See or not to Sea
That is the quest’s question
The answer lies in each beings perception
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Always.Everywhere
In All-Ways I’m Always Everywhere-Aim herePhysically I’m Now-here or Nowhere as Amir,A mere
Mentally I’m here and there, there and here [Am-here]{Am-hear}
Emotionally I’m with those who are near, dear, sincere Am(ear)
Spiritually I am in all-ways always Any and Everywhere AM I R
P.S. don’t criticize Empathize, if not Sympathize…
Open closed I’s <eye’s> B open to visualize life through His I’S
For I have become wise,wise enough 2 side 4 the Most High
Only remember I’m Alone but not lonely and by “alone”
I solely only mean to be ‘all-one’...One with All pieces, Peace

A mystical message here from the sky
for your ear and eye, heart and mind
Combine…hear, see + feel to understand
Why Where When What and How
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AM(ear) ALL(eye) see(A)SEA
The rapper man
more dapper than dan
I represent the fam
In my presentation of fashion
rappin’ and ballin’ are my passions
I got no plans so you know I can’t fail
I follow God on life’s grand trail
I’m always at home like a turtle or snail
I don’t eat anything with a face or tail
I only make love nice and slow with nowhere to go
for there’s nowhere to get to other than now being here
Give me a mic so I could say it loud and clear
Into all ears who would hear the words of Amir
I’m here always was and will be you can’t kill me
the part of me that pardons shame and doesn’t feel guilty
for it never did anything, Awareness and Consciousness witnesses
Understands that the just judge is the one and only G-O-D
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Sia Siassi
O BROTHER
I LOVE YOU
Like no other
Place no one above you
I look at your face, brother
and see a trace of our mother, you
and your character traits remind me of father
the way that you’re standing on your own two
I know you know, but I want to say it, brother
We, three, are all so proud of you
not only because of what you’re doing, brother
but mostly because of who you are, you
helped influence me to be the man that I am, brother
It’s true we’ve grown apart but we keep getting closer in heart, you
are now more on my mind than before, brother
You knew and I hope you know now that I’m forever with you
Always and in all-ways will be there as your big brother
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JewelZ
Properly droppin’ knowledge & science
on the properties of some JewelZ & gems
I’m unrolling, unfolding the scroll of stones
Rhyming about the fineness of diamonds
proceeding to be feeding energy to the dome
at the same time clarifying the mind
Taking away selfishness for the ego to go
making way for independence and balance to shine on
Mother of Pearl, pearls increase sensitivity, peace
as well as originality and inspiration
They are also good for your nerves, muscles and spleen
Aquamarine helps better your intellect
by supporting the wellness of breathing
it raises the power for speaking correct
Code Red ruby gives you more courage and energy
Heart healthy so it promotes good vision, yep
Another precious gem is emerald which neutralizes BP
heals blood illnesses and fights infections, no less
decreases worry, concern and brings more harmony
Turquoise is for the well being of the liver and lungs, yes
it helps with self-confidence by keeping negative energy away
causing happiness and joy. God Bless
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2 double O 7
If you don’t know,
Now you know
It’s meant with intent
For me to ascent and represent
Amhere’s essence which is heaven
In the year 2 double O 7
James’ game is so strong
He makes you make a Bond
For our mission to be possible
dismiss division and it’s probable
to stand united and get closer
to our goal of being holier
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A Sage’s Age Page
I’m twenty nine years young, plenty rhymes careers begun
!LA RIMA Si’s music moves rides Amir Ali’s book Life Lines
Volume 1 is Done Also RECorded about 70 some songs in around 2 years time
No doubt it took many routes to arrive and land on this flowing line
Of writing a book and living a divine knowing way of life
Rays of light trained brain waves to change shape and length
The Heart’s Art of rights designed my mind state to that of grace and strength
So truly unite black/white to get back to the happy, gay gate of gray
Where the light blue sky’s infinite and the dark blue hued Ocean’s the limitless space
There where we’re fused, issues diffuse, problems dissolve and bubbly celebration is the case
To be opened no closing nothing’s rude just the good moods we pursue with soothing responses
In tune to increase positive vibrations which generate elevated states producing more
consciousness
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Life Lines
Ever since I published Life Lines
I went public with “i write rhymes!”
I put my life in every line I write
The pen is my legs,
the grounds under them
are the papers or sheets
My pen’s ink bleeds on the loose leaves
I think I spent blood, sweat, and tears
as the fee of breathing all these years
I shed skin to get much deeper
Getting deeper my skin got thicker
my heart got bigger, my mind freer
Then I was thinking a lot, now I’m doing more
For affecting the cause more directly, I’m yours
Truly and wholly, I only need to do my duty fully
so when I step back there won’t be any energy
left to express that’s when we can rest in peace (R.I.P)
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GRAVE INSCRIPTION
I want all of you who come to this resting place
to never forget the creator’s unrelenting grace
Remembering that, I ask you members to act with faith
trust me I’m in a better, safer state
So celebrate death,
enjoy every breath
as you celebrate life
Know this to be right
when we become one with divine will
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Resurrection
I’ve come to resurrect the dead
I’ve come to correct the heads
not connected to the heart
The place where life starts
to make sense, so feel to be real
heal the space you’re in to do your deal
Be true in deed, speech, and action
See you as me and we is the reaction
Your actions reflect your intellect
We need more introspect in retrospect
to represent the essence in presence
Presence is felt when it’s with the Essence
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PERSIAN LEGACY
To all my original Parsi’s or Persians, salute
those retaining their cultural religious roots
Before the Arab and Islamic invasion
we had excellent fortune as one of the grandest nations
Led by the legendary emperor Cyrus the Great
Influenced mainly by the exemplary Prophet Zoroaster
who summed up religions saying be good in thoughts, words, and deeds
They were like the dynamic duo O’Neal and Kobe of the Lakers
three-peating crowned renowned as NBA Champions
who couldn’t be stopped until Shaquille left, then the rest of the league
got a chance to believe they could dethrone and defeat L.A.
Metaphorically, I’m talking about the time Iranians were highly respected
all around the world accepted enough not to be treated as prime suspects
of wars of crime and acts of terrorism
Interrogated, discriminated against because of forced religion
They didn’t know then that they could never change the LORD
for he was and always will be ONE
Forget 300, the movie we made named Lizard depicts us
as the victims of a vicious system
So may ALLAH, AHURA MAZDA and JEHOVAH give us divine wisdom
As well as all alchemists, mystics saints, dervishes, and prophets please be with us
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